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The electronic age is bringing sweeping changes to
entertainment and media of all kinds, including
publishing, broadcasting and film. Multimedia, the
Internet and other digital media outlets for
entertainment and information are being refined at a
rapid rate. Media giants are merging and making big
acquisitions. This book covers these exciting
developments and provides profiles on hundreds of
leading firms in film, radio, television, cable, new
media, and publishing of all types including books,
magazines and newspapers. It contains thousands
of contacts for business and industry leaders,
industry associations, Internet sites and other
resources. You'll get in-depth profiles of nearly 400
of the world's top Entertainment & Media firms: our
own unique list of companies that are the leaders in
this field. Here you'll find complete profiles of the hot
companies that are making news today, the largest,
most successful corporations in all facets of the
Entertainment and Media Business, from
broadcasters to film production companies, casino
operators to theme park companies, publishers of
books and magazines to video game designers, and
much more. Our corporate profiles include executive
contacts, growth plans, financial records, address,
phone, fax and much more. This innovative book
offers unique information, all indexed and crossPage 1/10
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indexed more for each firm! Our industry analysis
section provides an exceptional discussion of
business and market trends. The book includes
statistical tables covering revenues for several
industry sectors. Purchasers of either the book or
PDF version can receive a free copy of the company
profiles database on CD-ROM, enabling key word
search and export of key data.
A leading technology and Macintosh expert explains
how to get the most out of Apple's new iPhone,
walking readers through a host of iPhone
applications and capabilities, from holding a
presentation to retrieving an online map or playing a
movie, with instructions on how to load an iPhone
with everything from music to PowerPoint
presentations, as well as how to combine the
iPhone's e-mail and Web applications. Original. (All
Users)
Everything You Need to Know about Digital Music!
Your hard-core, up-to-the-minute, how-to guide
Download, rip, store, organize, play,
stream–anything, anywhere Seriously into digital
music? Best-selling how-to author, serious
audiophile, and eclectic music-lover Michael Miller
will help you get all the digital tunes you want,
whenever and wherever you want them! Miller
guides you through today’s best new options, from
iTunes to Spotify…helps you make the most of social
music, Internet radio, and cloud music services…even
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shows how to transform your home into a digital
music paradise. This book is packed with practical
answers, easy step-by-step instructions, insider tips,
great ideas, and new music sources you never knew
existed! For everyone who’s passionate about
music! • Discover brand-new digital music services,
sites, and devices that fit your lifestyle • Find great
new music on iTunes, Amazon, and sites you’ve
never heard of • Get the truth about piracy, file
sharing, and copyright • Find huge amounts of
legally free music • Rip, store, and organize: Build
your perfect music library • Determine the best audio
file format and compression rate for your collection •
Create simply amazing playlists • Stream songs
anywhere, with Spotify, Pandora, Internet radio, and
the cloud • Get great sound from your iPod or
iPhone on your home audio system • Build a wholehouse digital audio system, the easy way • Choose
your best next media player (Apple or otherwise) •
Find and share tunes on Facebook, Twitter,
Google+, and beyond
This book provides an introduction to digital storage
for consumer electronics. It discusses the various
types of digital storage, including emerging nonvolatile solid-state storage technologies and their
advantages and disadvantages. It discusses the best
practices for selecting, integrating, and using storage
devices for various applications. It explores the
networking of devices into an overall organization
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that results in always-available home storage
combined with digital storage in the cloud to create
an infrastructure to support emerging consumer
applications and the Internet of Things. It also looks
at the role of digital storage devices in creating
security and privacy in consumer products.
A beginner's guide to podcasting for teachers,
librarians, and school media specialists explains
what podcasting is and discusses how to create
podcasts as a tool for reaching out to students,
faculty, library patrons, and the community.
Open-Source Technologies for Maximizing the Creation,
Deployment, and Use of Digital Resources and
InformationIGI Global
New edition of best-seller shows users how to get the
most out of their PCs And The Internet – updated to
cover Vista.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology,
delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest
products and services. Our expert industry analysis and
practical solutions help you make better buying decisions
and get more from technology.
Open-source development has been around for
decades, with software developers co-creating tools and
information systems for widespread use. With the
development of open-source software such as learning
objects, interactive articles, and educational games, the
open-source values and practices have slowly been
adopted by those in education sectors. Open-Source
Technologies for Maximizing the Creation, Deployment,
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and Use of Digital Resources and Information highlights
the global importance of open-source technologies in
higher and general education. Written for those working
in education and professional training, this collection of
research explores a variety of issues related to opensource in education, such as its practical underpinnings,
requisite cultural competence in global open-source,
strategies for employing open-source in online learning
and research, the design of an open-source networking
laboratory, and other endeavors. It aims to enhance
workplace practices in harnessing open-source
resources in a time of budgetary frugality.
Rates consumer products from stereos to food
processors
Discusses the evolution of digital music as a technology,
including information on how it affects musicians,
listeners, and the music industry.
The Internet is an amazing travel tool, offering us
everything we need—if we just know how and where to
look. This book was created specifically for adults 50 and
older who would like to take advantage of what the
Internet has to offer. Even if you are new to computers,
this book gives you the tools you need to become your
own travel agent! It covers everything from planning your
trip, getting the best prices, and choosing activities to
keep you from getting lost during your journey.
Regardless of what type of travels you are planning, this
book provides essential do’s and don’ts that will help
lessen your surprises when reaching your destination.
Inside you’ll find more information on: • Comparison
shop to find the best bargains on flights, hotels, and
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activities. • Find a vacation that suits your interests.
Want adventure? Find the best places to hike, kayak,
camp, rock climb, and even travel to space. • Be
prepared for international travel by learning the
essentials of traveling abroad. • Find the best places to
go if you have special needs. • Stay in touch with family
and friends through Internet cafes, laptops, hotspots, and
high-tech gadgets. • Take your pet with you! Find out
which places are pet friendly. Introduction 1 The Internet:
An Amazing Travel Tool 2 Planning Your Trip 3 Bargains
Galore 4 Tips for Air and Sea Travel 5 On the Road
Again 6 Distinctive Travel Adventures 7 International
Travel 8 Healthy Travel and Special Needs 9 Traveling
with Pets 10 Stay Online on the Go 11 Don’t Leave
Home Without ’Em 12 Sharing Memories from Your
Travels Category General PC Covers Internet User Level
Beginning Sandy Berger has more than three decades of
experience as a computer and technology expert and is
a featured technology expert writer for AARP. Sandy is
president of Computer Living Corp, a computer
consulting and training company, and writes a monthly
column in Smart Computing magazine called
“TechMates.” She has authored three Great Age
Guides, including the Internet, Better Living Through
Technology, and Gadgets and Gizmos.
www.greatagebooks.com …where learning never ends!
The Great Age website is an oasis of information that will
help further enhance your learning. The website will
provide access to: • Great Age Bookstore • Great Age
Product Reviews • Great Age Tutorials • Great Age
Video Programs • Great Age Newsletter • Great Age
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Podcasts • Great Age Community Room $19.99 USA /
$24.99 CAN / £13.99 Net UK
The editors of Consumer Reports rate a wide range of
consumer items, in an updated buying guide for new
products, which includes advice on how to purchase
kitchen appliances, automobiles, entertainment products,
and home office equipment, along with more than nine
hundred product ratings, brand repair histories, and other
helpful features. Original. 350,000 first printing.
In this comprehensive, practical guide, award-winning
photojournalist Stacy Pearsall offers the techniques,
guidance, and inspiration needed to succeed in the
dynamic and exciting field of photojournalism. Starting
with an overview of photojournalism and her experience
as both a combat and domestic photographer, Stacy
covers the basics of preparing for assignments,
discussing such key topics as selecting suitable attire for
different environments, assembling essential camera
gear, developing the right approach for a story, and
honing your shooting technique. beyond the
fundamentals, Stacy then dives into the nitty-gritty details
of photojournalism work, providing insights into living and
working in harsh conditions, maintaining physical and
mental health, and managing relationships with subjects.
The book interweaves hundreds of Stacy’s amazing
photographs with stories of her experiences in the field,
providing context for advice on everything from
navigating unfamiliar locations, to properly exposing your
images, to building innovative multimedia projects.
Follow her into "the trenches" for the fascinating stories
behind the shots, which show by example how to get the
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best photographs you can, even under the most
challenging circumstances. Features stunning full-color
images from some of the author’s most dramatic
moments as a photojournalist Offers insights on
preparing for long-term assignments, working in austere
environments, and reintegrating into society after a
project Interweaves photography techniques with advice
on interacting with subjects and creating compelling
stories
Click here to find out more about the 2009 MLA Updates
and the 2010 APA Updates. Comprehensive and truly
accessible, Technical Communication guides students
through planning, drafting, and designing the documents
that will matter in their professional lives. Known for his
student-friendly voice and eye for technology trends,
Mike Markel addresses the realities of the digital
workplace through fresh samples and cases, practical
writing advice, and a companion Web site — TechComm
Web — that continues to set the standard with content
developed and maintained by the author. The text is also
available in a convenient, affordable e-book format.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier
weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the
most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.
Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the
power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth
reviews.
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic,
PC gamer or content creator must read. Each and every
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issue is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful and
innovative how-to stories and the illuminating technical
articles that enthusiasts crave.
Tech is back! And job seekers now have a place to go to get
the inside scoop on the top software, hardware,
communications equipment and other tech employers. This
Vault Guide's second edition provides business profiles,
hiring and workplace culture information at more than 40 top
employers, including Microsoft, Oracle, Dell, IBM, Cisco and
more.
A consumer guide integrates shopping suggestions and
handy user tips as it describes and rates dozens of digital
electronic products, including cell phones, digital cameras,
televisions, computers, and home theater products.
"Co-published simultaneously as Legal reference services
quarterly, volume 26, numbers 1/2."
A thrilling, exclusive expose of the hacker collectives
Anonymous and LulzSec. WE ARE ANONYMOUS is the first
full account of how a loosely assembled group of hackers
scattered across the globe formed a new kind of insurgency,
seized headlines, and tortured the feds-and the ultimate
betrayal that would eventually bring them down. Parmy Olson
goes behind the headlines and into the world of Anonymous
and LulzSec with unprecedented access, drawing upon
hundreds of conversations with the hackers themselves,
including exclusive interviews with all six core members of
LulzSec. In late 2010, thousands of hacktivists joined a mass
digital assault on the websites of VISA, MasterCard, and
PayPal to protest their treatment of WikiLeaks. Other targets
were wide ranging-the websites of corporations from Sony
Entertainment and Fox to the Vatican and the Church of
Scientology were hacked, defaced, and embarrassed-and the
message was that no one was safe. Thousands of user
accounts from pornography websites were released,
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exposing government employees and military personnel.
Although some attacks were perpetrated by masses of users
who were rallied on the message boards of 4Chan, many
others were masterminded by a small, tight-knit group of
hackers who formed a splinter group of Anonymous called
LulzSec. The legend of Anonymous and LulzSec grew in the
wake of each ambitious hack. But how were they penetrating
intricate corporate security systems? Were they anarchists or
activists? Teams or lone wolves? A cabal of skilled hackers or
a disorganized bunch of kids? WE ARE ANONYMOUS
delves deep into the internet's underbelly to tell the incredible
full story of the global cyber insurgency movement, and its
implications for the future of computer security.
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